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Introduction

Electrical stimulation has a long history of use in medicine dating back to 46 A.D. when the Roman physician Largus found the electrical discharge of torpedo fishes useful in the treatment of pain produced by headache and gout. A rival Greek physician, Dioscorides, discounted the value of the torpedo fish for headache relief but did recommend its use in the treatment of hemorrhoids. In 1745, the Leyden jar and various sized electrostatic generators were used to treat angina pectoris, epilepsy, hemiplegia, kidney stones, and sciatica. Benjamin Franklin used an electrical device to treat successfully a young woman suffering from convulsive fits. In the late 1800's battery powered hydroelectric baths were used to treat chronic inflammation of the uterus while electrified athletic supporters were advertised for the treatment of male problems.

Fortunately, such an amusing early history of the simple beginnings of electrical stimulation did not prevent eventual development of a variety of useful therapeutic and rehabilitative applications of electrical stimulation. Over the centuries electrical stimulation has survived as a modality in the treatment of various medical disorders with its primary application being in the rehabilitation area. Recently, a surge of new interest in electrical stimulation has been kindled by the work of a Russian sport scientist who reported remarkable muscle strength and endurance improvements in elite athletes. Yakov Kots reported his research on electric stimulation and strength improvements in 1977 at a Canadian-Soviet Exchange Symposium held at Concordia University in Montreal. Since then an explosion of new studies has been seen in both sport science [9] and in medicine [13].

Based upon the reported works of Kots and the present surge of new investigations, one could be misled as to the origin of electrical stimulation as a technique to increase muscle strength. As a matter of fact, electric stimulation has been used as a technique to improve muscle strength for over a century. Bigelow [3] reported in 1894, for example, the use of electrical stimulation on a young man for the purpose of increasing muscle strength. Employing a rapidly alternating sinusoidal induced current and a dynamometer for strength testing, Bigelow reported that the total lifting capacity of a patient increased from 4328 pounds to 4639 pounds after only 25 minutes of stimulation. In 1965, Massey et al. [11] reported on the use of an Isotron electrical stimulator that emitted a high frequency current. Interestingly enough, the frequencies used by Massey et al. and the frequencies used by Bigelow in 1894 were in the same range of frequencies reported by Kots being the most effective in strength development. It would seem the Russian secret of high frequency electrical stimulation for strength development, then, is not a modern development at all.

Strength Improvement by Electrical Stimulation

Kots claimed that electrical stimulation could produce a stronger muscular contraction than that possible via a maximal volitional effort. Such a claim attracted great attention in the exercise science community where optimal strength development is believed to be produced by overload training; that is, the muscle contraction must exceed some critical tension level for strength improvement to occur. If electrical stimulation could indeed produce a supernormal maximal
contraction and activate more muscle fibers than a volitional contraction, it could constitute a super strength training technique. And, indeed, Kots presented data that 20 10-minute electrical-stimulation sessions increased strength by 40 percent in athletes and also resulted in a decrease of subcutaneous fat under the stimulated area. Such results were clearly in the realm of spectacular and researchers hurried to study the new super training technique.

But, alas, the almost unbelievable claims made for electrical stimulation as a super training technique were not reproduced by other researchers. As Nelson and Currier [13] noted in their review of electrical stimulation as a strength development technique, peak torque developed by electrical stimulation of muscle was consistently less than that produced by a maximal voluntary contraction. If electrical stimulation was combined with a voluntary contraction, the torque developed was less than that produced by the voluntary contraction alone. Although Nelson and Currier did not identify the cause of the latter effect, it would be described by Russian neurophysiologists as the well known Wedenski inhibition that occurs when two high-intensity stimuli occur simultaneously. Certainly the notion of a supermaximal contraction and an enhanced overload training effect simply was not seen.

An earlier review by Kramer and Mendryk [9] made note of the fact that different kinds of electrical stimulators were being employed with different wave forms, pulse frequencies, and maximum current capabilities. Many of the electrical stimulators lacked conformity with Kots' specifications for a sine wave pulse, high-frequency pulse rate to produce an anesthetic effect allowing high current flow for maximum activation of muscle tissue, number of stimulations administered, and single stimulation duration and rest interval. Specific details about the methodology employed were not provided in many of the electrical-stimulation strength studies. It might also be added that several electrical-stimulation strength studies employed incorrect statistical analysis techniques making their reported results subject to question. Notwithstanding such acknowledged limitations to any review of research findings, Kramer and Mendryk drew the only conclusion possible: "...the available literature does not support claims made for the Russian technique of electrical stimulation."

Concern about the proper application of the Russian technique and a use of a proper electrical stimulator is justified before any final disposition can be valid of Kots' claims for electrical stimulation. It is interesting to note, however, that Kots was involved in a study in which he personally applied the electrical stimulation using his own stimulator [18]. The short-term effects over seven sessions with proper protocols and proper stimulator showed that isokinetic knee extension strength declined 13.6 and 17.6 percent in three female volleyball players and 16.7 and 3.1 percent in seven male football players at 24 deg/s and 126 deg/s, respectively. Only the difference at 24 deg/s for males was statistically significant although it must be noted that the small sample sizes of three and seven constitutes a serious deficiency for any statistical contrasts. Significant atrophy of fast twitch muscle fiber area occurred in the males. Thus, the Kots regimen not only failed to increase strength, it also failed to maintain strength in trained athletes. Both of these failures refute specific claims Kots had made for the Russian electrical-stimulation technique. The results of the Kots' involved study fail to provide any challenge to the conclusion that Russian claims of electrical stimulation as a super training technique are dubious.
Tonic Sensory Function of Electrical Stimulation

It would seem clear that the utilization of electrical stimulation as a means to increase strength is an interior substitute for simple voluntary muscle contraction. As the Russian M. A. Cherepakhin [5] noted back in 1977, electrical stimulation combined with physical exercise—isometric or dynamic—was no better than the physical exercise alone. And the same is true for deconditioned subjects (i.e., voluntary exercise is better than electrical stimulation for disuse atrophy). However, electrical stimulation might serve a function as a deconditioning preventive when used as tonic sensory protocol rather than as a strength training protocol.

Boris B. Yegerov [20] believed electrical stimulation might be used to combat some weightlessness effects not confined to muscle strength loss. Noting that low-voltage impulses could reduce vestibular vegetative reactions he stated that "...skeletal muscle under electrostimulation becomes the source of a strong stream of afferent impulses to the central nervous system. We are entitled to assume that the periodic repetition of such stimuli may counteract the vegetative reaction which takes place under conditions of weightlessness."

Rehabilitation specialists know that the speed with which muscle atrophy occurs is so rapid that a neural factor must be operative [10, 4, 17]. And it is also known that simple isometric contractions in a casted limb significantly deters muscle atrophy [15]. But it has also been shown that electrical stimulation, whether in combination with isometric contractions or alone, has a significant effect upon disuse atrophy [16, 6]. Perhaps the most instructive study might be that conducted by Gould et al. [8] who compared isometric contraction, control, and electrically stimulated groups of ten subjects each who wore long-leg casts from groin to toes for 2 weeks. The electrically stimulated group suffered significantly less thigh muscle volume loss than the other groups, retained its calf volume (loss of 0.98 percent, nonsignificant) and actually increased in ankle dorsiflexion strength. These results may be related to the beneficial effects electrical stimulation has been shown to have upon muscle protein synthesis and quadriceps atrophy due to immobilization [7].

Thus, high intensity electrical stimulation may not be essential to prevent a significant portion of disuse atrophy. There is even some limited evidence that electrical stimulation used as a tonic sensory protocol could maintain performance quality of some kinesthetic sense tasks [2]. In our own work using patterned electrical stimulation on stroke paralysis, thrice weekly sessions have produced return of somesthetic sense in hemiplegic limbs as well as return of significant movement capability in paralysis lasting up to 23 years. It would seem, therefore, that the investigation of electrical stimulation as a tonic sensory protocol has been neglected in disuse atrophy studies and may warrant closer scrutiny.
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